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1. Let O<al <az<a3< . . . be a sequence of integers with C I/Q = 03. It is 
said to have property P1 if for any nonconstant sequence (E&~ N with &k = + 1 
all k, one can always select a finite subsequence {&ki) so that c i E~,/&~=O; it is 
said to have property Pz if for every choice of &k = * 1 for which 1 ck/ak 
converges, one can select a finite subsequence {ski) so that C i cki/aki=O. 
(Definitions by Erdos). 
It is evident that Pz follows from PI. Further it is known that P2 can hold 
without P, . A sharper statement is proved in [6j. 
Some other results are: The series of primes does not have P, and Pz (trivial 
as Erdiis remarked). The sequence of square free numbers has P, ([5]). The 
sequence of squares from 22 onwards has PL ([7]). 
In the following we shall restrict our attention to the arithmetical sequences, 
that is to say the sequences (ak+p}, all, prl, k=0,1,2,3,.... For this 
sequences it is proved that they have property PI in the cases (a,p) = (1,l) 
(Erdos and Straus) and (a,p> = (2, I) (the author). We refer to [2], [3] and [4]. 
The aim of the present paper will be to show that all arithmetical sequences 
from which the terms are positive integers have Erdos property PI. We express 
this result in the following equivalent form: 
THEOREM 1. Ifthesequence{&(ak+S)l~=OCd~1,P21,E(ak+P)=-t1forall 
k, has the property, that there is no finite subsequence {e(aki+ /3)} with 
C i &(aki + P)/(ak( + fl) = 0, then it is constant. 
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(Remark that the indexing of the coefficients e is another one than in the 
beginning of this section.) 
In section 2 it is pointed out that it is sufficient to prove theorem 1 for /I = 1. 
In section 4 we shall prove that under the condition /3= 1 certain finite subse- 
quences of { ~(ak + p)} are constant (lemma 1) which can be extended to infinite 
subsequences (lemma 2). Using the fact that every positive integer can be 
written as a finite sum of inverses of terms from {ok+ 1 > (section 3, theorem 2), 
this is built out in section 5 to the proof of theorem 1. 
2. As announced in section 1 we shall show now that we can restrict our- 
selves to the case /! = 1. Without loss of generahty it suffices to treat the case 
that a and j? are relatively prime. (The sequences IQ,+} and (no} with n a 
positive integer have or have not P1 at the same time). Now writing nA: = {nxl 
XEA) we have 
by observing that ak, + p = (al+ /3)(ak + 1) for I= kt and k = 0, and 
(alI + P)(ak, + 1) = a(alt kl + flk, + II) + j3. 
We next show that for any pair II ~0, /, r0 the following condition holds. 
(2) (al, +p){ak+ 1)f7(alz+b){ak+ 1)#0. 
Let /I 10, I* > 0 be fixed. As a and fl are relatively prime, there is an integer kt 
with kl > f, + (b/a) so that akl = - 1 (mod al2 + p) or akl + 1 = kz(oll;! + /I) for 
some integer k2 >O. This means (crft + j?)k2(aZ2 +/I) E (alI +/I){ ak + 1 ), On the 
other hand as k2(aII + fi) = k2(a12 + p) -t k2a(l, - &) = ak3 + 1 E {ak + 1) we have 
Mah + PW2 + P> E W2 + P>{ ak + 11. 
The conclusion is that for any It, iz 2 0 relation (2) holds. 
We can show now that if theorem 1 is valid for (e(ak+ l)} then it is for 
{&(ak+ p)>. Suppose that for every finite subsequence {ski+ fl} we have 
C i c(aki + ,(3)/(aki + /I) f 0. Then in particular, for a finite subsequence 
(a/t + p){ ski + l> we have 1 i &((czIt + j?)(aki + l))/(alt + jl)(aki + 1) # 0, .which 
by assumption implies that {~((alt +B)(aki+ 1))) is constant. Using (1) and (2) 
we obtain that {&(ak +/I)} is constant. 
We remark that by the earlier results mentioned in section 1 in fact theorem 1 
is proved now for a 4 2. 
3. In this section we merely state a result, which will be used in section 5. It 
is introduced by the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A sequence S: {nt,nz, . . . ) of distinct integers is called an R-basis 
(reciprocal basis) if every positive integer is the sum of reciprocals of finitely 
many integers of S. 
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In [8] Wilf suggested among other problems the following one: Is every 
arithmetic progression an R-basis? The affirmative answer to this question was 
delivered by van Albada and van Lint in [ 1 f . We write it out in the notation of 
this paper: 
THEOREM 2. Every integer Nr I can be written as 
NC C* 1 
de{ak+l} d’ 
where C * stands for a suitable finite subsum of C. 
4. As announced in section 1. we state and prove here the lemma’s 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 1. Let a(& + 1) satisfy the conditions of theorem 1, let n be an integer 
with 
$+a+2 nr 
2 
and let 1 be an arbitrary non-negative integer, put 
P, = i (a/c+ 1). 
k=O 
Then the sequence 
is constant. 
PROOF. We shall write 
and consider the (reversed) sequence {a’(aj-t- l)>, 1 ~jc ~1. Further the integer 
a2+cr+2 
2 
wil1 be denoted by A; we remark that A > a, 
There is no loss of generality in assuming: E’(GCA + 1) = + 1. 
Now suppose there is a j, A <jrn with ~‘(aj+ I) = - 1, then there is a 
smallest j with these properties, say M, so e’(crM-t- 1) = - 1, and .s’(CCJ’+ 1) = -I- 1, 
A <j<M. We will lead this to a contradiction. We have at once that E’(aj+ 1) 
cannot be + 1 for all j <A, for then 
“cl E’(QI’+I) +d(a(a+M-A)+l)+d(aM+l)= 
i=o (al+ l)P, (cd+ l)P, (al + l)P, 
ai+l a(cu+M--A)+ 1 aM+ 1 
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a-l 
c 
ai+l +cx(a+M-A)+1 aA4-b 1 
i=o (a/+ l)P, (al+ l)P, -(al+ l)P, 
=o. 
and this is not allowed. 
Let m be the largest integer smaller than A with e’(am + 1) = - 1. (So 
&‘(a(m-tl)+l)= 4-l). 
From this it follows that m + 1 =A =M- 1, otherwise m + 1 <M- 1 and 
(&‘(am + l), &‘(cY(rn + 1) + l), E’(a(M- 1) + 1), &‘(cM-+ 1)) = 
=(-I, +-1, +l, -1) 
is a forbidden configuration (which can be argumented directly as above). Now 
for a= 1, both c’(1) = + 1 and ~‘(1) = - 1 lead to a contradiction as 
(e’(l), E’(aA + l), E’(cxM+ 1)) = ( + 1, + 1, - 1) resp. 
(I’, ~‘(am + l), &‘(aA + 1)) = (- 1, - 1, + 1) are forbidden. 
For a > 1, we have m > a. In this case e’(aj + 1) can be neither - 1 for all j= cy 
(as (c’(l),E’(a+ l), . . . . e’(a2+1),&‘(aA+l))=(-1, -I,..., -l,+l) 
is forbidden), nor + 1 for all jr a 
(as (e’(l),s’(a+ l), . . . . &‘(a2 -4- l), &‘(Wz + l), &‘(o!A + l), &‘(aM+ 1)) = 
=(+I, +l,..., + 1, - 1, -I- 1, - 1) 
is forbidden). So there is a j< a! with (~‘(aj + l), c’(a(j+ 1) + I)) = (+ 1, - 1) or 
(- 1, + 1). But here too both are impossible because 
@VU+ lW(a(j+ 1) + l), ~‘(am + I), d(aA + 1)) = ( + 1, - 1, - 1, + 1) 
and 
(E’(CZJ’+1),E’(~(j+1)+1),E’(~+1),~’(aM+1))=(-1,+1,+1,-1) 
are forbidden configurations. 
This finishes the proof of lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Under the conditions on (e(crk+ 1)) of theorem 1, the sequence 
{dW+ Wn% 
withP,= i (c&+1) and 
k=O 
K=0,1,2 ,..*, is constant for any 
nr(d+ ‘j2- ‘, whereA =a2+a+2 - 
a 
PROOF. From the condition on n, we have tzn + 1 r(aA + 1)2, which means 
that for OsisA, it holds, aA+l~(aA+l)(ai+l)~an+l. So choosing in 
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lemma 1, al+ 1 = (a/‘+ l)(aA + l)(ai+ l), OsisA we have 
E 
(al’+ l)(aA + l)(ai+ l)P, (al’+ l)(aA + l)(ai + l)P,) 
(a.4 + l)(ai+ 1) aA + 1 > 
or 
(3) ~((al’+ l)P,)=&((a/‘+ l)(ai+ l)P,), with O<isA, ail (‘~0. 
Assume that for all non negative integers k<K it is valid that 
(4) @(al’+ l)P,J = &((a[‘+ l)(ak+ l)P,J for all integers I’with 1’10. 
Then for KsA the same is true for k=K by (3). Now let K>A, we recall that 
A>a, Then 
a-1 
aAT+ l= c (ai+ l)+a(a+K-A)+ 1, 
i=o 
and with 
a-l 
IT: =(a(a+K-A)+ 1) iFO (ai+ 1): 
we have 
(5) 
1 
+ 
l-R (al’+ 1) 
w+u IIp - 
a(a+K-A)+I ’ 
As for every i, 0 5 ic a - 1, there is an s so that 
(al’+ 1) z nP, = (as+ l)(a(a+K-A) + l)P, 
and therefore 
(al’+ 1) 
aK+l 
a(a+K-A) + 1 
flP, =(as+ l)(ai+ l)P,. 
BY (4) 
s nP, (al’+ 1) 
aK+l 
E (al’+ 1) 
a(a+K-A)+ 1 HP?? 
are both equal to &((a$ + 1 )P,) and so to each other. 
Then from (5) and the conditions on { e(ak + 1)) of theorem 1 we obtain 
&((a[‘+ l)nP,)=~ ( (al’+ 1) aK+ 1 a(a+K-A)+ 1 w/l * > 
Using the assumption (4) repeatedly, we find that the left-hand side is equal to 
&((a/‘+ l)P,) and the right-hand side to ~((a/‘+- l)(aK+ l)P,). 
So we have proved by induction: e((al’+ l)P,) = &((a/‘+ l)(aK+ l)P,), all 
1’20, K20 and choosing E’= 0, we have proved Iemma 2 at the same time. 
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5. We are now prepared to finish the 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let 
ns (aA + 1)2 - 1 
a ’ 
P,” fi (ak+1). 
k-0 
By theorem 2 we can write P, as 
for some suitable set of integers 0 I k. -=I k, < . . . < kL, or 
(6) 
1 L 
-= C( 
1 all kr0. 
ak+l ?=o ock,+ l)(ak+ 1)Pn’ 
By Iemma 2 the e((akj -t l)(ak + l)P,) are equal to E(P,) for all i= 0, 1, . . . , L, all 
k>O. 
So by the conditions on the sequence {c(ak + l)}, from (6) we must have 
c(ak + 1) = e(P,) for all k 10, and the proof of theorem 1 is finished. 
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